
Meet Brian Cook!

What started as a quick visit to the Inspiring Body of Christ Church (IBOC) in Dallas, Texas turned into a
can’t-miss opportunity for national-charting recording artist Brian Cook. With his group Brian Cook and
Power Nation (started in 2012), he has been blessed to minister around the country. Just over a year ago,
he found himself recording in Dallas and sneaking over to IBOC.

“I would take breaks from doing recording sessions with Fred Hammond and sneak over to the church to
get a little Word and then go back to the recording session,” he explains.

He no longer has to sneak breaks to visit the church. For the past year, he has served as a musician,
worship leader, and teacher at the University of Dreams. “It’s real funny because I came just to hear the
Word,” he says.

Now, as a full-fledged member of the IBOC team, he follows the example of leadership taught by Pastor
Rush: dedication, love, and discipline—consistently. Every day, Pastor Rickie G. Rush challenges Cook to
be effective in his service to God, making him feel privileged for his abilities. Cook feels honored to work
with Pastor Rush and such an amazing, encouraging staff. “As we learned from our Pastor, we are
Clydesdales and we walk in the same rhythm together!”

Cook also enjoys being part of IBOC’s leadership because IBOC is always giving back. “Seeing the smiles
or the looks of understanding on their faces when they understand a lesson for the first time is
incredible. To see a hand raised when you sing a song or play a chord, or to hear how a life has been
changed by me being a small part of a huge machine makes me thank God every day,” Cook says.

Cook notes the importance of music not only in his life, but in the lives of all people and their
relationship with God. “Music reaches across all platforms, races, and denominations. When we sing and
play with the common goal of touching the heart of God, everyone joins with one voice to sing the same
song on one accord. In that moment there is no disagreement or misunderstanding.” He continues, “We
all agree that Christ is Lord and that He loves us all.”

What drew Cook to IBOC in the first place is the same thing that has kept him there: the Word of God,
stated simply. Pastor Rush breaks the Word down in such a way that everyone understands. “My
favorite part of the ministry is Pastor Rush’s approach to teaching. I have never experienced the Word of
God taught with such joy and laughter at the same time. It is such a refreshing approach,” he says.

Surprisingly, Cook was actually a bit nervous when first coming to IBOC; he thought it was too good to
be true. “Everyone was so nice that it seemed unreal!” he says. Over a year later, and nothing has
changed. Everyone at IBOC is just as kind and welcoming as ever. “It is happy and peaceful here with no
competition, and instead unity, love, and family.” Cook is always encouraging others to come to IBOC, as
being welcomed at IBOC is like gaining a huge, loving, supportive family.”

“IBOC is my home and I am proud of my Pastor, Rickie G. Rush.”
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